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Abstract
This paper presents CodedBulk, a system for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers. At its core, CodedBulk uses network coding, a technique from the coding theory community, that guarantees optimal throughput for individual bulk transfers. Prior attempts to using network coding in wired networks have faced several pragmatic and fundamental barriers. CodedBulk resolves these barriers by exploiting the unique properties of inter-datacenter networks, and by using a custom-designed hop-by-hop flow control mechanism that enables efficient realization of network coding atop existing transport protocols. An end-to-end CodedBulk implementation running on a geo-distributed inter-datacenter network improves bulk transfer throughput by $1.2 - 2.5 \times$ compared to state-of-the-art mechanisms that do not use network coding.

1 Introduction
Inter-datacenter wide-area network (WAN) traffic is estimated to quadruple over the next five years, growing $1.3 \times$ faster than global WAN traffic [2]. In the past, such an increase in demand has been matched by physical-layer technological advancements that allowed more data to be pumped on top of WAN fibers, thus increasing the capacity of existing inter-datacenter links [14]. However, we are now approaching the fundamental non-linear Shannon limit on the number of bits/Hz that can be practically carried across fibers [14]. This leaves datacenter network providers with the expensive and painfully slow proposition of deploying new fibers in order to keep up with increasing demands.

Several studies have reported that inter-datacenter traffic is dominated by geo-replication of large files (e.g., videos, databases, etc.) for fault tolerance, availability, and improved latency to the user [3, 6, 8, 23, 25, 26, 31, 39, 40, 47, 49]. We thus revisit the classical multicast question: given a fixed network topology, what is the most throughput-efficient mechanism for transferring data from a source to multiple destinations? The answer to this question is rooted in network coding, a technique from the coding theory community that generalizes the classical max-flow min-cut theorem to the case of (multicast) bulk transfers [9, 30, 33]. Network coding guarantees optimal throughput for individual bulk transfers by using in-network computations [9, 24, 30, 33]; in contrast, achieving optimal throughput using mechanisms that do not perform in-network computations is a long-standing open problem [34]. We provide a primer on network coding in §2.2.

While network coding has been successful applied in wireless networks [28, 29], its applications to wired networks have faced several pragmatic and fundamental barriers.

On the practical front, there are three challenges. First, network coding requires network routers to buffer and to perform computations on data, which requires storage and computation resources. Second, computing “network codes” that define computations at routers not only requires a-priori knowledge about the network topology and individual transfers, but also does not scale to networks with millions of routers and/or links. Finally, network coding requires a single entity controlling the end-hosts as well as the network.

In traditional ISP networks, these challenges proved to be insurmountable but the equation is quite different for inter-datacenter WANs. The structure of typical inter-datacenter WAN topologies means that, instead of coding at all routers in the network, coding can be done only at resource-rich datacenters—either at border routers or on servers inside the datacenter—without any reduction in coding gains (§2.1). Inter-datacenter WAN operators already deploy custom border routers, so increase in computation and storage resources at these routers to achieve higher throughput using the available WAN bandwidth (that is expensive and increasingly hard-to-scale) is a good trade-off to make. The second and third challenges are also alleviated by unique characteristics [23, 25] of inter-datacenter WANs: (1) network sizes limited to hundreds of routers and links enables efficient computation of network codes and implementation of network coding; (2) SDN-enabled routers combined with the fact that transfers are known a-priori [39, 40] allow for centralized code computations which can, in turn, be programmed into routers; and (3) a single entity controlling end-hosts as well as the network.
While inter-datacenter WAN features lower the pragmatic barriers, one fundamental challenge still needs to be resolved. Traditional network coding assumes that there is no other traffic in the network, either foreground (e.g., interactive traffic) or background (e.g., other bulk transfers). More generally, network coding assumes that all links have the same latency and bandwidth, and that link latencies and bandwidths remain static over time. This assumption does not hold in practice, e.g., due to sporadic high-priority interactive traffic, and due to multiple concurrent bulk transfers at inter-datacenter WANs. We refer to this as the asymmetric link problem.

CodedBulk is an end-to-end system for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers that resolves the asymmetric link problem using a simple Hop-by-hop Flow Control (HFC) mechanism. The core idea in HFC mechanisms is to partition available buffer space at routers among active flows, so as to avoid buffer overflow [41, 45]. HFC mechanisms have been explored for traditional non-coded traffic [37, 41, 42, 51]; however, using HFC mechanisms for network coding imposes an additional constraint: all flows that need to be coded at any router must converge to the same rate. Simultaneously, routers need to work with limited storage and compute resources in the data plane. We show that any buffer partitioning scheme that assigns non-zero buffers to each (coded) flow achieves the following desirable properties: (i) for each individual bulk transfer, all incoming flows that need to be coded at a router converge to the same rate; (ii) for all bulk transfers sharing a link, the rate for all their flows through the link converge to the max-min fair rate; and (iii) the network is deadlock-free.

The use of network coding, coupled with HFC, also means that flow control at a router is correlated across multiple flows. While this could be implemented via modifications in the network stack, we introduce a virtual link abstraction which enables CodedBulk without any modifications to existing flow control-enabled transport layer and multipath-enabled network layer implementations. For instance, CodedBulk currently runs on top of unmodified TCP and MPLS-enabled network layer mechanisms supported by existing inter-datacenter WANs. Our implementation requires no special traffic shaping mechanism, allows co-existence of high-priority interactive traffic, and handles failures transparently.

We envision two deployment scenarios for CodedBulk. First, an infrastructure provider can provide CodedBulk as a service to geo-distributed services (including its own). In the second scenario, a geo-distributed service renting compute, storage and inter-datacenter bandwidth resources from an infrastructure provider can use CodedBulk to improve bulk transfer throughput without any support from the provider. We have implemented CodedBulk for both scenarios — an overlay service, a software proxy and a hardware proxy. The first two implementations currently run on geo-distributed inter-datacenter WAN. All the three implementations, along with a CodedBulk simulator, are available at: https://github.com/SynergyLab-Cornell/codedbulk.

The benefits of network coding depend on the underlying network topology, the number of destinations in individual bulk transfers, the source and set of destinations in each bulk transfer, the number of concurrent transfers and interactive traffic load. To understand the envelope of settings where CodedBulk provides benefits, we evaluate CodedBulk over a testbed comprising 13 geo-distributed datacenters organized around the B4 [25] and Internet2 [5] inter-datacenter WAN topologies, and perform sensitivity analysis of CodedBulk performance against all of the above factors. Our evaluation demonstrates that CodedBulk achieves $1.2 - 2.5\times$ higher throughput for bulk transfers when compared to existing state-of-the-art mechanisms that do not perform network coding. All the results presented in this paper are for real implementations of CodedBulk; this paper uses no simulation results.

2 CodedBulk Overview

We begin by describing our model for inter-datacenter WANs (§2.1). We then provide a primer for network coding (§2.2). Next, we discuss several pragmatic challenges that have posed a barrier to adoption of network coding in wired networks and how unique characteristics of inter-datacenter WANs enable overcoming these barriers (§2.3). We close the section with a high-level description of the CodedBulk design (§2.4).

2.1 Preliminaries

We follow the same terminology as in existing inter-datacenter WAN literature [26, 27, 31, 32, 39, 40, 49, 52]. Specifically, we model the inter-datacenter WAN as a directed graph $G = (V, E)$, where $V$ is the set of nodes denoting datacenters and $E$ is the set of links between pairs of datacenters. To account for the full-duplex nature of inter-datacenter WAN links, we create two links $u \rightarrow v$ and $v \rightarrow u$ for each pair of nodes $(u, v) \in V$ with a physical link between them. Each link has a capacity equal to its bandwidth available for bulk transfers.

We discuss two important aspects of the network model. First, while links in wired networks are full-duplex, the graph in inter-datacenter literature is usually modeled as a directed graph since links in two directions can have different available bandwidths at different times, e.g., due to high-priority interactive traffic using (a fraction of) the bandwidth in one direction. Second, in practice, geo-distributed datacenters are often connected via intermediate routers operating at layer-1 or layer-3; these routers either operate exactly like a relay (have degree two, with incoming bandwidth equal to outgoing bandwidth), or have their bandwidth statically partitioned across multiple outgoing links. Both these cases are equivalent to having a direct link with a specific capacity in each direction between each pair of datacenters with a physical link between them.

We define bulk transfers as in prior work [23, 25, 26, 27, 31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 49, 52]: transfers that are bandwidth-intensive. A bulk transfer is a source $s$ sending a file to a subset of nodes $T \subseteq V - \{s\}$. 

Suppose a source wants to send a large file to a single destination, and that it is allowed to use as many paths as possible. If there are no other flows in the network, the maximum achievable throughput (the amount of data received by the destination per unit time) is given by the well-known max-flow min-cut theorem—the achievable throughput is equal to the capacity of the min-cut between the source and the destination in the induced graph. The corresponding problem for a source sending a file to multiple destinations was an open problem for decades. In 2000, a now celebrated paper [9] established that, for a multicast transfer, the maximum achievable throughput is equal to the minimum of the min-cuts between the source and individual destinations. This is also optimal. For general directed graphs, achieving this throughput is not possible using solutions where intermediate nodes simply forward or mirror the incoming data—it necessarily requires intermediate nodes to perform certain computations over the incoming data before forwarding the data [9, 30, 33].

For our network model that captures full-duplex links, network coding achieves optimal throughput (since it subsumes solutions that do not perform coding); however, it is currently not known whether optimal throughput can be achieved without network coding [10, 34]. Figure 1 demonstrates the space of existing solutions, using a bulk transfer instance from our evaluation (§4) on the Internet2 topology. We present additional discussion and examples in [46]. Single-path (also referred to as multiple unicast) solutions, where the source transfers data along a single path to each individual destination, can be suboptimal because they neither utilize all the available network bandwidth, nor do they allow intermediate nodes to forward/mirror data to other destinations. Multi-path solutions, where the source transfers data along all edge-disjoint paths to each individual destinations (paths across destinations do not need to be edge disjoint), can be suboptimal because they do not allow intermediate nodes to forward/mirror data to other destinations.

The current state-of-the-art solutions for our network model are based on Steiner tree (or, more precisely, Steiner arborescence) packing [7, 18, 34]. These solutions use multiple paths, and allow intermediate nodes to mirror and forward the data; however, they can be suboptimal because the problem of computing optimal Steiner tree (or arborescence) packing is NP-hard, and approximation algorithms need to be used [12]. To demonstrate the limitations of existing Steiner packing solutions, consider the example shown in Figure 1(d): here, once the shown Steiner tree is constructed, no additional Steiner trees can be packed in a manner that higher throughput can be achieved. Figure 1(e) demonstrates the complexity of computing an optimal solution (that we constructed by hand)—to achieve the optimal solution shown in the figure, one must explore intermediate solutions that use a suboptimal Steiner
Network coding avoids the aforementioned limitations of existing solutions by allowing intermediate nodes to perform certain computations, which subsume forwarding and mirroring, on data (as shown in the Figure 1(f) example)—it utilizes multiple paths, guarantees optimal throughput, and admits efficient computation of network codes that achieve optimal throughput [24]. Thus, while designing optimal non-coded solutions for bulk transfers remains an open problem, we can efficiently achieve throughput optimality for inter-datacenter bulk transfers today using network coding.

### 2.3 Resolving pragmatic barriers

While network coding is a powerful technique, its applications to wired networks have been limited in the past due to several pragmatic challenges. In this subsection, we discuss these challenges, and how inter-datacenter WANs allow overcoming these challenges.

**Buffering and computation at intermediate nodes.** Network coding requires intermediate nodes to buffer data and perform computations. For instance, the bottom-center node in Figure 1(f) needs to perform XOR operations on packets from two flows $A$ and $A \oplus B$. This requires the node to have storage (to buffer packets from $A$ and $A \oplus B$), and computation resources (to compute $A \oplus (A \oplus B) = B$) in the data plane. While this was challenging in traditional ISP networks, inter-datacenter WANs allow overcoming this barrier easily: as noted in prior studies [31], each node in an inter-datacenter WAN is a datacenter with compute and storage resources that are significantly cheaper, more scalable and faster to deploy than inter-datacenter bandwidth.

**Computing and installing network codes.** Nodes in Figure 1(f) perform specific actions (forward, mirror, code-and-forward and code-and-mirror). These actions are specified using network codes, computing which requires a priori knowledge of the network topology, and the source and the set of destinations for each bulk transfer. This information was hard to get in ISP networks; however, inter-datacenter WANs already collect and use this information [23, 25, 31, 49]. Network coding also requires transmissions from end-hosts to be coordinated by the controller. In inter-datacenter WAN scenarios, this is feasible as a single entity controls the end-hosts as well as the network. Existing SDN infrastructure [23, 25] is also useful for this purpose—a centralized controller can compute the code, and can populate the forwarding tables of intermediate nodes (using existing support for MPLS tags and multi-path routing) before the bulk transfer is initiated.

Existing algorithms [24] for computing network codes run in polynomial time, but may not scale to networks with millions of nodes and edges; however, this is not a concern for CodedBulk since inter-datacenter WANs comprise of only hundreds of nodes and links. Computation and installation of network codes, and buffering of data at intermediate nodes may also lead to increased latency for bulk transfers. However, since bulk transfers are not latency-sensitive [23, 25], a slight increase in latency to achieve significantly higher throughput for bulk transfers is a favorable tradeoff [31].

### 2.4 CodedBulk design overview

The high-level CodedBulk design for a single bulk transfer case can be described using the following five steps:

1. The source node, upon receiving a bulk transfer request, notifies the controller of the bulk transfer. The notification contains the source identifier, the identifiers for each destination, and an optional policy on the set of links or intermediate nodes not to be used (e.g., for security and isolation purposes).

2. The controller maintains a static topology of the inter-datacenter network graph. While optimizations are possible to exploit real-time traffic information, the current CodedBulk implementation does not use such optimizations. The controller computes, for each destination, the set of edge-disjoint paths between the source and the destination, along with the bandwidth for each path. Using these paths, the controller computes the network code for the bulk transfer using the network coding algorithm from [24] \(^1\). The network code comprises of the routing and forwarding

\(^1\)The network coding algorithm in [24] requires as input a directed acyclic graph. However, the multipath set in our construction may lead to a cyclic graph. We use an extension similar to the original network coding paper [9] to generate network codes for cyclic graphs. Please see [46] for details.
We describe the core techniques in CodedBulk design and implementation. We start by building an in-depth understanding of the asymmetric link problem (§3.1). We then describe how CodedBulk resolves the asymmetric link problem using a custom-designed hop-by-hop flow control mechanism (§3.2). Finally, we discuss the virtual link abstraction that enables implementation of CodedBulk without any modifications in underlying transport- and network-layer protocols (§3.3).

3 CodedBulk Design

We describe the core techniques in CodedBulk design and implementation. We start by building an in-depth understanding of the asymmetric link problem (§3.1). We then describe how CodedBulk resolves the asymmetric link problem using a custom-designed hop-by-hop flow control mechanism (§3.2). Finally, we discuss the virtual link abstraction that enables implementation of CodedBulk without any modifications in underlying transport- and network-layer protocols (§3.3).

3.1 Understanding fundamental barriers

We start by building an in-depth understanding of the asymmetric link bandwidth problem, and how it renders techniques in network coding literature infeasible in practice. We use Figure 3 for the discussion in this subsection.

Asymmetric links due to sporadic interactive traffic. Inter-datacenter WANs transfer both latency-sensitive interactive traffic (e.g., user commits, like emails and documents) and bandwidth-intensive bulk traffic [23, 25]. While interactive traffic is low-volume, it is unpredictable and is assigned higher priority. This leads to two main challenges. First, links may have different bandwidths available at different times for bulk transfers (as shown in Figure 3(a)). Second, the changes in available bandwidth may be at much finer-grained timescales than the round trip times between geo-distributed datacenters.

Traditional network coding literature does not consider the case of interactive traffic. An obvious way to use traditional network coding solutions for non-uniform link bandwidths is to use traffic shaping to perform network coding on the minimum of the available bandwidth across all links. For instance, in the example of Figure 3(a), if the average load induced by interactive traffic is 0.1 × link bandwidth, then one can use network coded transfers only on 0.9 × bandwidth. However, the two challenges discussed above make this solution hard, if not infeasible: bandwidths are time-varying, making static rate allocation hard; and, bandwidth changing at much finer-grained timescales than geographic round trip times makes it hard to do dynamic rate allocation.

Asymmetric links due to non-uniform delay. Traditional network coding solutions, at least the practically feasible ones [24], require computations on data arriving from multiple flows in a deterministic manner: packets that need to be coded are pre-defined (during code construction) so as to allow the destinations to decode the original data correctly. To achieve this, existing network coding solutions make one of the two assumptions: either the latency from the source to each individual node is uniform; or, unbounded storage

Figure 3: Understanding asymmetric link problem. (a) Due to sporadic high-priority interactive traffic (e.g., the one shown in red), different links may have different (time-varying) bandwidths; (b) If network links have significantly different round trip times, naively implementing traditional network coding would require large amount of fast data plane storage to buffer data that arrives early at nodes; (c) multiple concurrent bulk transfers, especially those that end up sharing links, make it hard to efficiently realize traditional network coding solutions that assume a single bulk transfer at all times. Detailed discussion in §3.1.
Asymmetric links due to simultaneous bulk transfers. Traditional network coding literature considers only the case of a single bulk transfer. Designing throughput-optimal network codes for multiple concurrent bulk transfers is a long-standing open problem. We do not solve this problem; instead, we focus on optimizing throughput for individual bulk transfers while ensuring that the network runs at high utilization.

Achieving the above two goals simultaneously turns out to be hard, due to each individual bulk transfer observing different delays (between respective source to intermediate nodes) and available link bandwidths due to interactive traffic. Essentially, as shown in Figure 3(c), supporting multiple simultaneous bulk transfers requires additional mechanisms for achieving high network utilization.

3.2 CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control

Network coding, by its very nature, breaks the end-to-end semantics of traffic between a source-destination pair, thus necessitating treating the traffic as a set of flows between the intermediate nodes or hops. Recall that a “hop” here refers to a (resource-rich) datacenter on the network graph. To ensure that we do not lose packets at intermediate nodes or hops, we rely on a hop-by-hop flow control mechanism—a hop pushes back on the previous hop when its buffers are full. This pushback can be implicit (e.g., TCP flow control) or explicit.

Hop-by-hop flow control is an old idea, dating back to the origins of congestion control [41, 45]. However, our problem is different: traditional hop-by-hop flow control mechanisms operate on individual flows—each downstream flow depends on precisely one upstream flow; in contrast, CodedBulk operates on “coded flows” that may require multiple upstream flows to be encoded at intermediate nodes. Thus, a flow being transmitted at a low rate can affect the overall performance of the transfer (since other flows that need to be encoded with this flow will need to lower their rate as well). This leads to a correlated rate control problem. For instance, in Figure 2(c) and Figure 2(d), flows \( f_1 \) to \( f_k \) must converge to the same rate so that the intermediate node can perform coding operations correctly without buffering large number of packets. To that end, CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control mechanism maintains three invariants:

- All flows within the same bulk transfer that need to be encoded at any node must converge to the same rate;
- All flows from different bulk transfers competing on the congested link bandwidth must converge to a max-min fair bandwidth allocation;
- The network is deadlock-free.

CodedBulk maintains these invariants using a simple idea: careful partitioning of buffer space to flows within and across bulk transfers. The key insight here, that follows from early work on buffer sharing [45], is that for large enough buffers, two flows congested on a downstream link will converge to a rate that corresponds to the fair share of the downstream link bandwidth. We describe the idea of CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control mechanism using two scenarios: single isolated bulk transfer and multiple concurrent bulk transfers.

Single bulk transfer. First consider the two simpler cases of forward (Figure 2(a)) and mirror (Figure 2(b)). These cases are exactly similar to traditional congestion control protocols, and hence do not require any special mechanism for buffer sharing. The main challenge comes from Code-and-Forward (Figure 2(c)) and Code-and-Mirror (Figure 2(d)). For these cases, the invariant we require is that the flows being used to compute the outgoing data converge to the same rate since otherwise packets belonging to the flows sending at a higher rate will need to be buffered at the node, requiring high storage. This is demonstrated in Figure 4, center and right figures.
Our insight is that a buffer partitioning mechanism that assigns non-zero buffers to each incoming flow maintains the second and the third invariants. It is known that non-zero buffer allocation to each flow at each link leads to deadlock-freedom [45]. It is easy to see that the second invariant also holds—if one of the flows sends at a rate higher than the other (Figure 4(right)), the buffer for this flow will fill up faster than the buffer for the other flow, the flow control mechanism will be triggered, eventually reducing the rate of the flow.

**Multiple simultaneous bulk transfers.** CodedBulk handles each bulk transfer independently using its hop-by-hop flow control mechanism. Again, we provide intuition using an example. Consider two simultaneous bulk transfers at some intermediate node. If the two bulk transfers use different incoming and outgoing links, these transfers remain essentially independent. So, consider the case when the two bulk transfers compete on one of the incoming or outgoing links. We first discuss when they compete on one of the outgoing links (see Figure 5). If the sum of “coded rates” for individual bulk transfers is less than the outgoing link bandwidth, no flow control is triggered and hence max-min fairness is achieved.

The situation becomes more interesting when the sum of coded rates for individual bulk transfers is greater than the outgoing link bandwidth. In this case, suppose the coded rate of the first bulk transfer is greater than the second one. Then, since outgoing link is shared equally across the two bulk transfers, the buffers for the flows in the first bulk transfer will fill more quickly, leading to triggering the flow control. Thus, flows in the second bulk transfer will reduce the transmission rate finally converging to outgoing link being shared equally across the two coded bulk transfers.

**Multi-priority transfers to fill unfilled pipes.** Asymmetric link problem, despite our hop-by-hop flow control mechanism, can lead to “unfilled pipes” (Figure 6). Essentially, due to different bulk transfers bottlenecked at different links, no more coded traffic can be pushed into the network despite some links having available bandwidth. CodedBulk fills such unfilled pipes by sending uncoded data; however, to ensure minimal impact on the coded traffic, CodedBulk uses a lower priority level for the uncoded data. Thus, CodedBulk uses three priority levels—the highest priority is for interactive traffic, the medium priority for coded traffic, and a lower priority level for uncoded traffic.

### 3.3 Virtual links

CodedBulk’s hop-by-hop flow control mechanism from the previous section addresses the asymmetric link problem, at a design level. In this subsection, we first discuss a challenge introduced by network coding in terms of efficiently implementing the hop-by-hop flow control mechanism. We then introduce the abstraction of virtual links, that enables an efficient realization of CodedBulk’s flow control mechanism without any changes in the underlying transport protocol. For this subsection, we use TCP as the underlying congestion control mechanism; however, the idea generalizes to any transport protocol that supports flow control.

**The challenge.** In traditional store-and-forward networks, implementing hop-by-hop flow control is simple: as data for a flow is received in the Rx buffer, it can be directly copied to the Tx buffer of the next hop, either using blocking or non-blocking system calls. When implementing network coding, this becomes non-trivial—since data from multiple flows needs to be coded together, neither blocking nor non-blocking calls can be used since these calls fundamentally operate on individual flows. For instance, consider the case of Figure 1(f), where a node needs to compute \((A \oplus B) \oplus A\) using packets
Virtual links are created when the controller installs the network codes that are built as an overlay on geo-distributed datacenters from Amazon AWS. Our testbeds use 13 and 9 geo-distributed datacenters organized around B4 [25] and Internet2 [5] topologies, respectively. The datacenter locations are chosen to closely emulate the two topologies and the corresponding geographical distances and latencies. Within each datacenter, we take a high-end server; for every link in the corresponding topology, we establish a connection between the servers across various datacenters in one of the datacenters to act as the centralized controller. We throttle the bandwidth between each pair of servers to 200 Mbps for our experiments. The precise details on the inter-datacenter connectivity provided by Amazon AWS, whether they use public Internet or dedicated inter-datacenter links, is not publicly known. We run all the experiments for each individual figure within a short period of time; while the inter-datacenter links provided by Amazon AWS may be shared and may cause interference, we observe fairly consistent inter-datacenter bandwidth during our experiments. We use a server in one of the datacenters to act as the centralized controller (to compute and install network codes on all servers across our testbed).

Testbed details. To run our experiments, we use two testbeds that are built as an overlay on geo-distributed datacenters from Amazon AWS. Our testbeds use 13 and 9 geo-distributed datacenters organized around B4 [25] and Internet2 [5] topologies, respectively. The datacenter locations are chosen to closely emulate the two topologies and the corresponding geographical distances and latencies. Within each datacenter, we take a high-end server; for every link in the corresponding topology, we establish a connection between the servers across various datacenters in one of the datacenters to act as the centralized controller. We throttle the bandwidth between each pair of servers to 200 Mbps for our experiments. The precise details on the inter-datacenter connectivity provided by Amazon AWS, whether they use public Internet or dedicated inter-datacenter links, is not publicly known. We run all the experiments for each individual figure within a short period of time; while the inter-datacenter links provided by Amazon AWS may be shared and may cause interference, we observe fairly consistent inter-datacenter bandwidth during our experiments. We use a server in one of the datacenters to act as the centralized controller (to compute and install network codes on all servers across our testbed).

Workloads. As mentioned earlier, the benefits of network coding depend on the underlying network topology, the number of destinations in individual bulk transfers, the location of the source and the set of destinations in each bulk transfer, the number of concurrent transfers and interactive traffic load. The fundamental challenge here is that we need efficient ways to block on multiple flows, and return the call only when data is available in all flows that need to be coded.

It may be tempting to have a shared buffer across different flows that need to be coded together. The problem, however, is that shared buffers will lead to deadlocks [41]—if one of the flows is sending data at much higher rate than the other flows, it will end up saturating the buffer space, the other flows will starve, and consequently the flow that filled up the buffer will also not make progress since it waits to receive data from other flows to be coded with. As discussed in §3.2, non-zero buffer allocation to each individual flow is a necessary condition for avoiding deadlocks in hop-by-hop flow control mechanisms.

Virtual links (see Figure 7). CodedBulk assigns each individual bulk transfer a virtual link per outgoing physical link; each virtual link has a single virtual transmit buffer vTx and as many virtual receive buffers vRx as the number of flows to be coded together for that outgoing link. For instance, consider four incoming flows in a bulk transfer F1, F2, F3, F4 such that F1 ⊕ F2 is forwarded on one of outgoing physical links, and F2 ⊕ F3 ⊕ F4 is forwarded on another outgoing physical link. Then, CodedBulk creates two virtual links each having one vTx; the first virtual link has two vRx (one for F1 packets and another for F2 packets) and the second virtual link has three vRx (one for each of F2, F3 and F4 packets). Virtual links are created when the controller installs the network codes, since the knowledge of the precise network code to be used for the bulk transfer is necessary to create virtual links. As new codes are installed, CodedBulk reallocates the space to each vTx and vRx, within and across virtual links, to ensure that all virtual buffers have non-zero size.

Using these virtual links resolves the aforementioned challenge with blocking and non-blocking calls. Indeed, either of the calls can now be used since the “correlation” between the flows is now captured at the virtual link rather than at the flow control layer. Data from the incoming socket buffers for individual flow is now copied to their respective vRx buffers, either using blocking or non-blocking calls. A separate thread asynchronously checks when the size of all the vRx buffers is non-zero (each buffer has at least one packet); and when this happens, performs the coding operations and copies the resulting packet to the corresponding vTx.

4 Evaluation

We implement CodedBulk in C++ and use TCP Cubic as the underlying transport protocol. We use default TCP socket buffers, with interactive traffic sent at higher priority than bulk transfers (using TCP differentiated services field) set using standard Linux socket API. To enforce priority scheduling, we use Linux tc at each network interface.

We now evaluate CodedBulk implementation over two real geo-distributed cloud testbeds. We start by describing the experiment setup (§4.1). We then discuss the results for CodedBulk implementation over a variety of workloads with varying choice of source and destination nodes for individual bulk transfers, interactive traffic load, number of concurrent bulk transfers, and number of destinations in individual bulk transfers (§4.2). Finally, we present scalability of our CodedBulk prototype implementation in software and hardware (§4.3).
While there are no publicly available datasets or workloads for inter-datacenter bulk transfers, several details are known. For instance, Facebook [43], Netflix [1], Azure SQL database [3] and CloudBasic SQL server [4] perform replication to (dynamically) locate their datasets closer to the customers; for such applications, the destinations for each replica are selected based on the diurnal traffic patterns and customer access patterns. Many other applications [13, 19, 23, 25, 31, 50] perform replication levels based on user needs, usually for fault tolerance; for such applications, the choice of destinations may be under the control of the service provider.

We perform experiments to understand the envelope of workloads where CodedBulk provides benefits. Our evaluation performs sensitivity analysis against all parameters—we use two inter-datacenter network topologies, interactive traffic load varying from 0.05 – 0.2× of the link bandwidth, the number of destinations/replicas in individual bulk transfers varying from 2 to maximum possible (depending on the topology), and the number of concurrent bulk transfers varying from 1 to the maximum possible (depending on the topology). For each setting, we run five experiments; for individual bulk transfers within each experiment, we choose a source uniform randomly across all nodes, and choose the destinations from the remaining nodes. Each node can be the source of only a single bulk transfer but may serve as a destination for other bulk transfers; furthermore, each node may serve as a destination for multiple bulk transfers. We present the average throughput across all experiments, as well as the variance (due to different choices of the source and set of destination across different experiments).

We generate interactive traffic between every pair of datacenters, with arrival times such that the overall load induced by the interactive traffic varies between 0.05 – 0.2× of the link bandwidth; while 0.2 load is on the higher end in real-world scenarios [23, 25], it allows us to evaluate extreme workloads. Interactive traffic is always assigned the highest priority and hence, all our evaluated schemes will get the same interactive traffic throughput. Our results, thus, focus on bulk traffic throughput.

As mentioned above, there are no publicly available datasets or workloads for inter-datacenter bulk transfers. We make what we believe are sensible choices, state these choices explicitly, and to whatever extent possible, evaluate the sensitivity of these choices on our results. Nonetheless, our results are dependent on these choices, and more experience is needed to confirm whether our results generalize to workloads observed in large-scale deployments.

**Evaluated schemes.** We compare CodedBulk with three mechanisms for bulk data transfers discussed earlier in Figure 1—single-path, multi-path, and Steiner arborescence packing—each of which take the graph described in §2.1 as an input. For the single-path mechanism, the bulk traffic is transferred along the shortest path between the source and each destination; when multiple choices are available, the mechanism selectively picks paths that minimize total bandwidth usage (e.g., to send bulk traffic to two destinations d1, d2, the mechanism prefers the path s → d1 → d2, where d1 can simply forward the data to d2, over two different paths s → d1 and s → v → d2 for some other node v). The multi-path mechanism selects edge-disjoint paths from the source to each destination so as to greedily minimize the sum of the path lengths. Our third baseline is a state-of-the-art Steiner arborescence based multicast mechanism that allows each node in the network (including the destinations) to forward (Figure 2(a)) and mirror (Figure 2(b)) incoming data. To compute the Steiner arborescence, we use the algorithm in [48] that is also used in other Steiner arborescence based inter-datacenter multicast proposals [38, 39, 40]. We take the arborescence computed by the algorithm, and integrate it with a store-and-forward model, along with TCP for transfers between every pair of nodes in the Steiner arborescence. For concurrent bulk transfers, paths and Steiner arborescence are computed independently for each individual bulk transfer.

For CodedBulk, we use a finite field size of 2^8, that is all finite field operations are performed on individual bytes; this finite field size is sufficient for inter-datacenter networks with as many as 128 datacenters. We could have used a smaller finite field size since our topologies are much smaller than real inter-datacenter network topologies; however, this allow us to keep the operations byte aligned, which simplifies CodedBulk software and hardware implementation.

**Performance metric.** Our primary metric is the aggregate throughput for bulk transfers. For each individual bulk transfer, the throughput is computed as the maximum throughput at which the source can send to all destinations. We then calculate the aggregate throughput by summing up the throughput of all bulk transfers.

---

**Figure 8:** Performance of various bulk transfer mechanisms for varying interactive traffic load. For the B4 topology, CodedBulk improves bulk transfer throughput by 1.9 – 2.2×, 1.4 – 1.6× and 1.5 – 1.6× compared to single-path, multi-path, and Steiner arborescence based mechanisms, respectively. For the Internet2 topology, corresponding numbers are 1.9 – 2.1×, 1.6×, and 1.2 – 1.4× (discussion in §4.2).
4.2 Geo-distributed Testbed Experiments

We compare CodedBulk with the three baselines for varying interactive traffic loads, varying number of concurrent bulk transfers and varying number of replicas per bulk transfer.

Varying interactive traffic load. Figure 8 presents the achievable throughput for each scheme with varying interactive traffic load. For this experiment, we use 3-way replication and 6 concurrent transfers (to capture the case of Facebook, Netflix, Azure SQL server and CloudBasic SQL server as discussed above), and vary the interactive traffic load from 0.05 – 0.2 x of the link bandwidth.

As expected, the throughput for all mechanisms decreases as interactive traffic load increases. Note that, in corner-case scenarios, the multi-path mechanism can perform slightly worse than single-path mechanism for multiple concurrent bulk transfers due to increased interference across multiple flows sharing a link, which in turn results in increased convergence time for TCP (see [46] for a concrete example). Overall, CodedBulk improves the bulk traffic throughput over single-path, multi-path and Steiner arborescence mechanisms by 1.9 – 2.2 x, 1.4 – 1.6 x and 1.2 – 1.6 x, respectively, depending on the interactive traffic load and the network topology. Single-path mechanisms perform poorly because they do not exploit all the available bandwidth in the network. Both multi-path and Steiner arborescence based mechanisms exploit the available bandwidth as much as possible. However, multi-path mechanisms suffer since they do not allow intermediate nodes to mirror and forward to the destinations. Steiner arborescence further improves upon multi-path mechanisms by allowing intermediate nodes to mirror and forward data, but they suffer due to approximation algorithm often leading to suboptimal solutions. CodedBulk’s gains over multi-path and Steiner arborescence mechanisms are, thus, primarily due to CodedBulk’s efficient realization of network coding—it not only uses all the available links, but also computes the optimal coding strategy (unlike Steiner arborescence mechanism that uses an approximation algorithm). The Steiner arborescence mechanism performs better on Internet2 topology because of its sparsity—fewer links in the network means a Steiner arborescence solution is more likely to be the same as network coding solution due to fewer opportunities to perform coding. Nevertheless, CodedBulk outperforms Steiner arborescence based mechanism by 1.4 x.

Varying number of concurrent bulk transfers. Figure 9 shows the performance of the four mechanisms with varying number of concurrent transfers. For this evaluation, we use the same setup as earlier—3-way replication, multiple runs with each run selecting different sources and set of destinations, etc.—with the only difference being that we fix the interactive traffic load to 0.1 and vary the number of concurrent bulk transfers. With larger number of concurrent bulk transfers, Steiner arborescence mechanisms slightly outperform multi-path due to improved arborescence construction. Nevertheless, CodedBulk provides benefits across all sets of experiments, achieving 1.2 – 2.5 x improvements over Steiner arborescence based mechanisms. The gains are more prominent for B4 topology and for fewer number of concurrent transfers, since CodedBulk gets more opportunities to perform network coding at intermediate nodes in these scenarios.

Varying number of destinations/replicas per bulk transfer. Figure 10 shows the performance of the four mechanisms with varying number of destinations/replicas for individual bulk transfers. For this evaluation, we use the same setup as Figure 8—6 concurrent bulk transfers, multiple runs with each run selecting different sources and set of destinations, etc.—with the only difference being that we fix the interactive traffic load to 0.1 and vary the number of destinations/replicas per bulk transfer from 2 to the maximum allowable replicas for individual topologies. Notice the results show the aggregate throughput per destination.

As the number of destinations per bulk transfer increases, the per-destination throughput decreases for all schemes (although, as expected, the sum of throughput of all destinations increases). Note that multi-path outperforming single-path.

Figure 9: Performance of various bulk transfer mechanisms for varying number of concurrent bulk transfers. CodedBulk improves the bulk transfer throughput by 1.6 – 4 x, 1.3 – 2.8 x and 1.2 – 2.5 x when compared to single-path, multi-path, and Steiner arborescence based mechanisms, respectively (discussion in §4.2).

Figure 10 shows the performance of the four mechanisms with varying number of concurrent bulk transfers. For this evaluation, we use the same setup as earlier—3-way replication, multiple runs with each run selecting different sources and set of destinations, etc.—with the only difference being that we fix the interactive traffic load to 0.1 and vary the number of concurrent bulk transfers. With larger number of concurrent bulk transfers, Steiner arborescence mechanisms slightly outperform multi-path due to improved arborescence construction. Nevertheless, CodedBulk provides benefits across all sets of experiments, achieving 1.2 – 2.5 x improvements over Steiner arborescence based mechanisms. The gains are more prominent for B4 topology and for fewer number of concurrent transfers, since CodedBulk gets more opportunities to perform network coding at intermediate nodes in these scenarios.
and Steiner arborescence based mechanism in Figure 10(a) is primarily due to B4 topology being dense, thus providing enough path diversity to offset the benefits of approximate Steiner arborescence construction. Figure 10(a) and 10(b) show that CodedBulk outperforms single-path and multi-path mechanisms by 1.8 – 4.3× and 1.4 – 2.9×, respectively, depending on the number of destinations and on the topology; moreover, the relative gains of CodedBulk improve as number of destinations increases. The comparison with Steiner arborescence based mechanism is more nuanced. CodedBulk achieves improved performance when compared to Steiner arborescence based mechanism when number of destinations is less than 10 for B4 topology, and less than 6 for Internet2 topology. The performance difference is minimal for larger number of destination. The reason is that for larger number of replicas/destinations, each source is multicasting to almost all other nodes in the network; in such cases, the benefits of coding reduce when compared to forwarding and mirroring of data at intermediate nodes and at the destination nodes as in Steiner arborescence based mechanism. Thus, the benefits of CodedBulk may be more prominent when the number of replicas is a bit smaller than the total number of datacenters in the network.

4.3 Microbenchmarks

We now evaluate CodedBulk performance in terms of scalability of its software and hardware implementations. Our goal here is to demonstrate the feasibility of CodedBulk implementation; deployment of CodedBulk in large-scale systems would typically require much more optimized implementation since the traffic volume is expected to be much higher.

Software implementation. CodedBulk software implementation runs on commodity datacenter servers, performing network coding as discussed in §3. Figure 11 shows the scalability of CodedBulk software implementation. We observe that CodedBulk implementation scales well with number of cores, with a single 16-core server being able to perform network coding at line rate for as much as 31Gbps worth of traffic.

Hardware implementation. We have synthesized an end-to-end CodedBulk implementation on an FPGA. For our CodedBulk hardware implementation, we had two choices. First, we could implement a finite field engine that performs finite field operations during the network coding process; or second, we could precompute and store finite field operation results, and use a simple look up table while performing network coding operations. The first approach requires multiple clock cycles to encode two bytes from two different packets; the second approach trades off BRAM to save cycles during coding operations. Since CodedBulk uses a small finite field size (2^8), the second approach offers a better tradeoff — it requires just 256 × 256 byte look up table per 16 bytes for individual

Figure 10: Performance of various bulk transfer mechanisms for varying number of destinations/replicas per bulk transfer. CodedBulk improves the bulk transfer throughput over single-path and multi-path mechanisms by 1.8 – 4.3× and 1.4 – 2.9×, respectively, depending on the number of destinations in each bulk transfer and depending on the topology. CodedBulk outperforms Steiner arborescence mechanisms by up to 1.7× when the number of destinations is not too large. When each bulk transfer creates as many replicas as the number of datacenters in the network, CodedBulk performs comparably with Steiner arborescence. Note that the aggregate bulk throughput reduction is merely because each source is transmitting to increasingly many destinations, but the metric only captures the average throughput per destination. Discussion in §4.2.

Figure 11: CodedBulk implementation performs network coding for as much as 31Gbps worth of traffic using a commodity 16 core server, achieving roughly linearly coding throughput scalability with number of cores.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Used</th>
<th>Available</th>
<th>Utilization</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LUT</td>
<td>69052</td>
<td>433200</td>
<td>15.94%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRAM</td>
<td>1365</td>
<td>1470</td>
<td>92.86%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Resource utilization of CodedBulk implementation on Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX690T FPGA (250 MHz clock). Our implementation provides up to 31.25 Gbps throughput with 15.94% LUTs and 92.86% BRAMs. No DSP is needed in our design.
operations to complete in one cycle. We replicate the lookup table accordingly to perform network coding for all bytes in an MTU-sized packet within a single clock cycle. Table 1 shows the results for CodedBulk hardware implementation on Xilinx Virtex-7 XC7VX690T FPGA, which offers 100, 200, and 250 MHz fabric clocks. With respect to the clocks, our FPGA-based codec can achieve throughput 12.5, 25, and 31.25 Gbps. Without needing any DSP, our hardware design consumes 92.86% BRAMs and only 15.94% LUTs.

We believe that trading off compute and storage resources to improve inter-datacenter bulk transfer throughput is a favorable tradeoff to make. However, more experience from industry is needed to do a thorough cost/benefit analysis.

5 Related Work

We have already discussed the differences between CodedBulk’s goals and the traditional multicast problem in ISP networks; it would be futile to attempt to summarize the vast amount of literature from ISP multicast problem. We compare and contrast CodedBulk with two more closely related key areas of research: inter-datacenter WAN transfers, and network coding applications in computer networks.

Inter-datacenter bulk transfers. There has been significant amount of recent work on optimizing inter-datacenter bulk transfers [26, 27, 31, 32, 38, 39, 40, 49, 52]. These works optimize inter-datacenter bulk transfers along a multitude of performance metrics, including improving flow completion time [27, 38, 39, 40, 49, 52], and throughput for bulk transfers [26, 31, 32]. CodedBulk’s goals are aligned more closely with the latter, and are complementary to the former—CodedBulk improves the throughput for bulk transfers; any bulk transfer scheduling mechanism can be used on top of CodedBulk to meet the needs for timely transfers.

As discussed earlier, the state-of-the-art approach for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers are based on packing of Steiner arborescence: here, each intermediate node as well as destination nodes are allowed to forward and mirror data toward other destination nodes. Several recent inter-datacenter bulk transfer proposals [38, 39, 40] are based on this approach. Our evaluation in §4 shows that CodedBulk achieves throughput improvements over state-of-the-art Steiner arborescence based mechanisms in a wide variety of scenarios. This is because all prior techniques are limited by network capacity, and by limitations of existing non-coded techniques to achieve this capacity.

CodedBulk, by using network coding, achieves improvement in throughput for bulk transfers by trading off a small amount of compute and storage resources.

Network coding in computer networks. Network coding has successfully been applied to achieve higher throughput in wireless networks [20, 29], in TCP-based networks [44], in content distribution [17, 35, 36], in peer-to-peer communication [16], to name a few; please see [15] for additional applications of network coding. Our goals are complementary—enabling network coding for high-throughput inter-datacenter WAN bulk transfers by exploiting the unique characteristics of these networks. Throughout the paper, we have outlined the unique challenges introduced by applications of network coding in wired networks, and how CodedBulk overcomes these challenges. Our design can be applied to any of the applications where network coding is useful.

Network code construction algorithms. Early incarnations of network coding solutions used a technique referred to as random linear network coding [9, 22]. These random linear network codes have the benefit of being independent of the network topology. However, they have high implementation cost: they require complex operations at intermediate nodes (due to computations over large finite field sizes and due to requiring additional packet header processing). In addition, realizing random linear network codes in practice also requires changes in packet header format. Follow-up research has led to efficient construction of network codes [24]—for a bulk transfer to $T$ destinations, it suffices for intermediate nodes to perform computations over a finite field of size at most $2|T|$; if the min-cut is $h$, the complexity of computations at the source and at the destination are $O(h)$ and $O(h^2)$, respectively. In §4.1, we discussed how at the inter-datacenter WAN scale, these computations entail simple and efficient byte-level XOR operations. Furthermore, these codes can be realized without any changes in the packet header format. CodedBulk, thus, uses the network code construction algorithm of [24].

6 Conclusion

We have presented the design, implementation and evaluation of CodedBulk, an end-to-end system for high-throughput inter-datacenter bulk transfers. CodedBulk uses network coding, a technique that guarantees optimal throughput for individual bulk transfers. To achieve this, CodedBulk resolves the many pragmatic and fundamental barriers faced in the past in realizing the benefits of network coding in wired networks. Using an end-to-end implementation of CodedBulk over a geo-distributed inter-datacenter network testbed, we have shown that CodedBulk improves throughput for inter-datacenter bulk transfers by $1.2 - 2.5 \times$ when compared to state-of-the-art mechanisms that do not perform coding.
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